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WHAT GOES IN THE RECYCLING BIN?

ACTIVITY DESCRIPTION AND PURPOSE: Recycling is a procedure that involves reusing
used materials made from glass, plastic, paper, and aluminum to create new things.
Recycling has many benefits such as less waste sent to landfills, less pollution by
limiting the need for raw materials, it also develops jobs for people with recycling
manufacturers, and more! This activity is designed to help participants identify items
that go into the recycling bin so they can practice recycling in their homes and
everywhere they go.

MATERIALS:
● Pen or pencil
● Recycling handout - provided

STEPS:
1. Introduce the concept of recycling to the participants by asking them, “do you

know what recycling means?” and “what are some items we can recycle?”
2. Allow participants to fill out the recycling handout provided
3. Review the answers with the participants and encourage them to share their

responses

ADAPTATIONS: This activity can be completed from home

EXTENSIONS:
1. Recycling- Sesame Street Video
2. For more activities and information on climate for kids visit this link
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https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=-0ijMPvIy-U
https://climatekids.nasa.gov/


DISCUSSION QUESTIONS:
1. Why is it important to recycle?
2. What are other ways to help the environment other than recycling?
3. How does a healthy environment benefit us?
4. What would happen if we do not recycle?
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Defining Pollution

ACTIVITY DESCRIPTION AND PURPOSE: According to National Geographic, pollution is
defined as bringing damaging materials into an environment. The damaging
materials are known as “pollutants.” Pollutants hurt the purity of air, water, and land.
This activity is designed to introduce the concept of pollution to the participants and
its effects on the environment.

MATERIALS:
● Magazines
● Glue Stick
● Scissors
● Sheet of paper

STEPS:
1. Participants will have time to reflect on what is beneficial to the environment

and what is harmful.
2. Participants will fold the sheet of paper in a “hot dog” style. Then, on one side

of the paper, they will write “Bad for Earth” at the top, and on the other side
they will write “Good for Earth.”

3. Using a magazine, participants will cut out images they find in magazines that
can apply to the sheet of paper.

4. Participants will paste the images accordingly.
5. Encourage participants to share the images they found and why they pasted

them in that category.

ADAPTATIONS:
1. For virtual games about pollution and saving the environment, visit this link.
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https://kids.nationalgeographic.com/games/


EXTENSIONS:
1. For more information on Environmental Science degrees, visit this link.
2. For 13 ways to save the earth from pollution, visit this website.
3. For more on pollution and its effects, visit this link.

DISCUSSION QUESTIONS:
1. What do you think are some of the effects of pollution?
2. How does pollution affect marine life specifically?
3. What are some ways you can limit pollution and help the environment?
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https://www.environmentalscience.org/degree
https://kids.nationalgeographic.com/explore/nature/save-the-earth-hub/13-ways-to-save-the-earth-from-pollution/
https://www.nationalgeographic.org/encyclopedia/pollution/


WHO LET THE BUGS OUT?

ACTIVITY DESCRIPTION AND PURPOSE: Do you know what insects do? Insects are
pollinators, which means they transfer grains from one flower to the next. This creates
offspring, which in this case are new flowers. Insects pollinate our fruits, flowers, and
vegetables, making them important contributors to our planet. In this activity,
participants will have the opportunity to identify some insects and their names.

FUN FACT: According to Purdue University, over one and a half million species of
insects have been identified. That's three times the number of all animals combined!

MATERIALS:
● Bugs and Insects Handout- provided
● Pen or pencil

STEPS:
1. Introduce the concept of insects by asking the participants questions like

“what insects have you seen recently?” or “what do we know about insects?”
2. Allow participants time to complete the worksheet
3. Ask participants to stand up and tell us a little bit about their worksheet

ADAPTATIONS:
This activity can be completed from home, instead of discussing with peers, discuss
with family members or use the internet to do some research on each season.
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EXTENSIONS:
1. For more information and games on insects, visit this link.

DISCUSSION QUESTIONS:
1. How different do you think life would be if we didn’t have insects?
2. Why do you think insects are important?
3. Do you think there are the same type of insects in Oregon as in Mexico?
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https://kids.nationalgeographic.com/animals/invertebrates/insects/
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DRAWING THE SEASONS

ACTIVITY DESCRIPTION AND PURPOSE: Let’s learn about the seasons and how they
affect the world around us.

There are four seasons: Winter, Spring, Summer, Fall. All of these have different effects
on our environment and make our community look different. With each season
comes different weather which affects the plants and animals around us. Let’s
explore our current season and predict the changes we might see with the coming
seasons.

MATERIALS:
● Paper
● Crayons or colored pencils
● Clipboards

STEPS:
1. Get a piece of paper, clipboard, and drawing materials of choice, and

find a location outside that you would like to be your art studio.
2. Spend about 10-15 minutes drawing a picture of the scenery in front of

you (for example, a tree and the plants around it, a landscape, etc.)
3. When you’re done drawing, write down what season you’re in either on

the back or using another piece of paper.
4. With your peers, discuss what you usually experience during that

season (for example, heat in the summer, rain or snow in the winter)
5. Go back to your drawing and write down parts of your scenery that you

think would change in other seasons.
6. Choose one other season and recreate your drawing with the changes

you might see (for example: adding snow in winter, leaves falling off the
trees in the fall, more flowers blooming in spring)
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7. Share your drawing with your classmates and come up with a list of the
changes you all made to your drawings.

ADAPTATIONS: This activity can be completed from home, instead of discussing with
peers, discuss with family members or use the internet to do some research on each
season.

EXTENSIONS:
1. Create a third drawing for another season of your scenery and repeat steps

4-7.
2. Watch this video about seasons.
3. Think about the order of the seasons. Draw a tree in each of the seasons and

explain how it would transition and change in the correct order in order
through each season.

4. Learn more about the seasons on PBS.

DISCUSSION QUESTIONS:
1. How does the effect of the seasons on the environment affect animals? Discuss
what you know about animals in different seasons
2. What is hibernation? Why do you think some animals have to do this?
3. What is your favorite season of the year and why. What does each season mean to
you?
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https://www.generationgenius.com/videolessons/four-seasons-video-for-kids/
https://opb.pbslearningmedia.org/resource/evscps.sci.life.boutseas/about-the-seasons/#.YFOkjC2cY_U


THINKING LIKE A SCIENTIST

ACTIVITY DESCRIPTION AND PURPOSE: As we go about our community, thinking like a
scientist can help us become better observers and learners. This can help us think
more deeply about what is around us and help us learn more about our community
and environment. Let’s learn about ways to think like a scientist through our senses,
use of questions, and curiosity.

MATERIALS:
● Writing utensils
● Paper
● Clipboard

STEPS:
1. Plan to go on a nature walk or walk in your community. What do you think you will
see? Write some ideas down.
2. Go on your walk slowly and observe what is around you.
3. Do you see any evidence of creatures? Look for things like tracks, webs, feathers,
droppings, or anything else that would suggest a crawly creature has been there.
Take notes of what you see and guess what animals may have left those behind.
4. Use your five senses as you walk and take notes on these:

What do you see?
What do you hear?
What do you smell?
What could you taste?
What do you feel?

5. What questions can you ask to learn more about what’s around you? Brainstorm
questions a scientist might ask that would help them learn more about the
environment they are in.
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6. When you’re back from your walk, compare what you found to what you initially
thought you might see. How much more did you learn from thinking like a scientist?

ADAPTATIONS: This activity can be completed from home in a walk around a yard or
neighborhood.

EXTENSIONS:
1. Watch this video about thinking like a scientist

What are the steps they discuss in thinking like a scientist?
(Ask a question, make a hypothesis, experiment, observe, answer the
question)

2. Come up with a question you have and discuss what you would do for each of
the 5 steps above.

DISCUSSION QUESTIONS:
1. Why is asking questions important?
2. Why can it sometimes be hard to ask questions? What can help make asking

questions easier?
3. If you were a scientist, what would you study? Which of your senses would be

most helpful to use?
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https://www.pbs.org/video/pre-kindergarten-episode-340-avxexb/


ANIMAL TRACKS MEMORY GAME

ACTIVITY DESCRIPTION AND PURPOSE: Let’s learn about the tracks different animals
make. Knowing what their tracks look like is how naturalists track animals and can
learn more about who is living in an environment.

MATERIALS:
● Scissors
● Print outs

STEPS:
1. Use the following printable animal explorer carts to learn more about animals

(also attached as a printable PDF from explorationamerica.com)
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2. Print the following PBS cutouts to play a matching game.
3. Shuffle the cards and turn them over so they are face down and you can’t see

what is on them.
4. Each player gets to turn 2 cards over at a time to see if they can match the

animal with its footprints. If you get a match, you get to put the cards in your
pile and go again.

5. Every time you get a match, describe to the other players what the  “feet” of
the animal you got might look like and why they make that print.

6. If the cards don’t match, you turn them back face down and the next person
takes their turn

7. The player with the most matches wins!
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ADAPTATIONS: This activity can be completed at home with a family member, or on
your own. You can play the matching game solo and time yourself to see how
quickly you can get them all right.

EXTENSIONS:
1. Make up an animal that doesn’t exist and draw a picture of what its foot would

look like. Next, draw the tracks it would make. Where would you see this
animal? Give a fun fact about it

2. Think of 2 animals not included on the worksheets and guess what their tracks
would look like. Look up the answer on the web, were you correct?
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DISCUSSION QUESTIONS:
1. Have you ever seen animal tracks before? Which ones would be around your

neighborhood?
2. Why does it matter what animals live in your area?
3. Why would looking at animal tracks be helpful in finding an animal? What do

you think would make it hard to follow an animal’s tracks (think of weather
and environment).
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FOOD CHAINS AND FOOD WEBS

ACTIVITY DESCRIPTION AND PURPOSE: Let’s explore food chains and webs. What is
the difference?
A food chain follows a single path showing what animals eat each other.
A food web shows how plants and animals are interconnected by different paths.
Let’s explore different habitats and how the food systems work within them.

MATERIALS:
● Coloring utensils
● Print outs

STEPS:
1. Print out the following food web (available as an attachment). The arrows

show the direction of the web and point to who eats the animal.
2. Color in the drawing and write a story about how the grass gets to the hawk.

What are 3 different ways this can happen?
3. Answer the following question: Who is at the top of the food web? Who is at the

bottom of the food web? Why is this a web and not a chain?
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4. Next, look at this rainforest food web (available to print). Find as many arrows
as you can and identify who is eating who.

ADAPTATIONS: This activity can be completed from home.

EXTENSIONS:
1. Watch these videos and discuss the difference between a food chain and a

food web.
Food Chain video clip

Food Web video clip
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http://studyjams.scholastic.com/studyjams/jams/science/ecosystems/food-c%E2%80%A6
http://studyjams.scholastic.com/studyjams/jams/science/ecosystems/food-w...


2. Think about the food you eat. If you are at the top of a food chain, what
animals and plants feed you? What feeds them? Recreate a food chain like
the drawings above about yourself.

DISCUSSION QUESTIONS:
1. What happens when an animal’s habitat is destroyed? Discuss how this

affects the rest of the food chain?
2. What happens to a food chain or web when an animal goes extinct?
3. Why is it important to study food webs and chains?
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CREDIT/SOURCES:

DRAWING THE SEASONS

1. Adapted from Green Schoolyards America, Berkeley www.greenschoolyardsamerica.org

2. https://opb.pbslearningmedia.org/resource/evscps.sci.life.boutseas/about-the-seasons/#.YFOkjC2cY_U

THINKING LIKE A SCIENTIST

1. Adapted from PBS https://www.pbs.org/parents/thrive/how-to-help-your-child-think-like-a-scientist

2. https://www.pbs.org/education/blog/inspire-children-to-think-and-act-like-scientists

ANIMAL TRACKS MEMORY GAME

1. Each set of cut-outs can be printed from the attached PDF
https://explorationamerica.com/wp-content/uploads/2016/02/AnimalTracks.compressed.pdf

2. https://cms-tc.pbskids.org/global/NC-Animal-Tracks-high.pdf?mtime=20180730123959

FOOD CHAINS AND FOOD WEB

1. https://www.teacherplanet.com/content/food-chainweb
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Animal Tracks
Explorer I.D. Cards

Bear Cat

Coyote crow

Front paws measure 4.5” in length & Back paws 

measure 7” in length

Front paws measure 1 1/2 in. L X 1 3/8 in. W & 

back Paws measure 1 5/16 in. L X 1 3/8 in. W

Front paws measure 2-3” in length & Back paws 

measure 1.75-3” in length

Crow Tracks are 3” in length

Fun Fact Fun Fact

Fun FactFun Fact
Grizzly Bears can bit with enough force to 

crush a bowling ball.
Cats sleep 16 to 18 hours a day

Coyotes weigh only 20 pounds which makes them 

the size of a medium sized dog. 

Similar to parrots, crows can imitate a human 

voice.



Animal Tracks
Explorer I.D. Cards

Deer

Fox Raccoon

Dog
Buck Tracks are 3.5”-4” in length

Red Fox paws measure 2.5” in length Front paws measure 3” in length & Back paws 

measure 3-4” in length

Large dog paws are 4” in length. Size is 

variable depending on the size of the dog. 

Fun Fact

Fun Fact Fun Fact

Fun FactMale deer grow a new set of antlers every 

year. 

Dogs experience REM sleep like humans, which 

means they also dream. 

Foxes have whiskers on their legs as well as 

their face to help them find their way. 

In a mammal i.q. test, raccoons scored very 

high. They also could open 11 out of 13 locks. 



Animal Tracks
Explorer I.D. Cards

Skunk Squirrel
Paws measure 2.5” in length Front paws measure 1 1/16” in length & Back 

paws measure 1 3/8” in length

Fun Fact Fun FactSkunks can spray their scent up to 12 feet away 

and the sent can last up to four months. 

Squirrels run erratically to confuse 

predators. 

Animal Tracks Quick Guide

Bear Cat Coyote Crow Deer

Dog Fox Raccoon Skunk Squirrel





(continued)

Animal Tracks
Matching Game

1. Shuffle the cards and then turn them over on a 
flat surface so that they are face down. 

2. Begin the game by turning two cards over at a 
time to see if the you can match the animal 
with it’s footprints.

3. If the two cards go together, put that pair of 
cards aside and try to find another pair. 

4. If they don’t match, turn both cards face down 
again and let another person take a turn.

5. The player that finds the most matches wins 
the game!

TALLY HO! LET’S PLAY!

This game is a version of the classic children’s 
game known as memory or concentration. In 
this version, kids will match animals with their 
tracks. It can be played by 1 to 4 kids. 

Print and cut the squares for each set of cards. 
To make the game pieces sturdier and last 
longer, glue the paper to a cereal box before 
cutting. You could also laminate the cards.

GET READY

For more printables, go to pbskidsforparents.org

Major funding for the series is provided by the Corporation for Public Broadcasting (CPB) and the Van Eekeren Family, founders of Land O’Frost. Additional funding: The 
Hamill Family Foundation, The Segal Family Foundation, The Arthur Vining Davis Foundations, Polk Bros. Foundation, Elizabeth Morse Genius Charitable Trust, Alvin H. 
Baum Family Fund, Bobolink Foundation, Sage Foundation, The David E. Zyer Family, Dr. Scholl Foundation, and Colonel Stanley R. McNeil Foundation. NATURE CAT and 
associated characters, trademarks and design elements are owned by Spiffy Entertainment, LLC © 2017 Spiffy Entertainment, LLC, All rights reserved. PBS KIDS and the 
PBS KIDS Logo are registered trademarks of Public Broadcasting Service. Used with permission. This document may be printed for personal, noncommercial purposes.  

Animal Tracks
Matching Game

GET READY

pbskids.org



Game Cards

Horse Goose

Deer Duck

Eagle Lion

Horse Goose

Deer Duck

Eagle Lion

(continued)
page 2

For more printables, go to pbskidsforparents.org

Major funding for the series is provided by the Corporation for Public Broadcasting (CPB) and the Van Eekeren Family, founders of Land O’Frost. Additional funding: The 
Hamill Family Foundation, The Segal Family Foundation, The Arthur Vining Davis Foundations, Polk Bros. Foundation, Elizabeth Morse Genius Charitable Trust, Alvin H. 
Baum Family Fund, Bobolink Foundation, Sage Foundation, The David E. Zyer Family, Dr. Scholl Foundation, and Colonel Stanley R. McNeil Foundation. NATURE CAT and 
associated characters, trademarks and design elements are owned by Spiffy Entertainment, LLC © 2017 Spiffy Entertainment, LLC, All rights reserved. PBS KIDS and the 
PBS KIDS Logo are registered trademarks of Public Broadcasting Service. Used with permission. This document may be printed for personal, noncommercial purposes.  
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Game Cards

Wolf Bear

Fox Rabbit

Frog Elephant

Wolf Bear

Fox Rabbit

Frog Elephant

page 3
For more printables, go to pbskidsforparents.org

Major funding for the series is provided by the Corporation for Public Broadcasting (CPB) and the Van Eekeren Family, founders of Land O’Frost. Additional funding: The 
Hamill Family Foundation, The Segal Family Foundation, The Arthur Vining Davis Foundations, Polk Bros. Foundation, Elizabeth Morse Genius Charitable Trust, Alvin H. 
Baum Family Fund, Bobolink Foundation, Sage Foundation, The David E. Zyer Family, Dr. Scholl Foundation, and Colonel Stanley R. McNeil Foundation. NATURE CAT and 
associated characters, trademarks and design elements are owned by Spiffy Entertainment, LLC © 2017 Spiffy Entertainment, LLC, All rights reserved. PBS KIDS and the 
PBS KIDS Logo are registered trademarks of Public Broadcasting Service. Used with permission. This document may be printed for personal, noncommercial purposes.  
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